A major concern teachers have when it comes to pursuing a master’s degree is this: “I’m already busy.” But the truth is, more than 10,000 Concordia University-Portland graduates have fit our MEd program into their schedules. And guess what? You can too.

Imagine A DAY IN YOUR LIFE

As a Concordia University-Portland Online MEd Student

Accredited, nonprofit, and built on 110 years of experience, Concordia University-Portland’s College of Education is one of the largest and most respected names in learning today. Our growing network of high-impact teaching professionals—already 20,000 strong—represents the latest research and teaching approaches to employers. If teaching is your passion, Concordia is your university.

#TwentyThousandStrong

YOU CAN DO THIS, AND WE’RE HERE TO HELP.

6:00 am
Zzz…… You wake up and go through your typical Tuesday morning routine: shower, dress, get the kids ready.

7:00 am
While eating breakfast, you quickly log on to Blackboard and read some of your peers’ responses to yesterday’s discussion question.

8:00 am
Off you go to the elementary school, where you teach your third graders and you teach third graders.

12:00 Noon
Lunchtime! You log into Blackboard and we explore an interactive peer response. You also find out your grade for last week’s paper, and read your professor’s feedback.

2:00 pm
In your afternoon class, you apply the new instructional methods you wrote your paper on last week and catch up with a coworker. Then, back to teaching.

4:00 pm
Back home while working on dinner, you think about great ideas for your final paper, but just make a mental note. Your personal rule: no work until the kids are in bed. Right now, it’s all about them.

6:00 pm
Once they’re asleep, you lesson plan, study a little, and watch a couple course videos. Then you get ahead by working on your second discussion question. (Wednesday nights are for you—dine out or binge-watch the newest season of your favorite show.)

8:00 pm
Just before winding down, your Student Services advisor emails that it’s time to renew your funding options. Good reminder! You message your financial aid contact to chat next week.

10:00 pm
Zzz…… You log back into Blackboard, write your required two peer responses. You also find out your grade on last week’s paper and read your professor’s feedback.

12:00 Noon
Courses are asynchronous—you can log on whenever it’s convenient for you. Concordia graduates represent one of the nation’s largest groups of MEd recipients (IPEDS 2017). Of 1132 alumni surveyed, nearly 88% were employed full-time. 93% of our online MEd grads say they are satisfied with their overall academic program experience. Our graduation rate is 80% within two years, and 87% of our online MEd grads report positive career benefits as a result of earning their degree. Concordia graduates are some of the most satisfied online MEd graduates in the nation (Student Services Advisor).